Announcements

- **Dec 17**: Some nice answers from the final:
  - Gestural: Joel Sun, Kendrick Castro, Mark Mattsson, Ryan Schultz
  - Zdaily HE: Jessica Shipman, Nathan Macher, Tim Wingerter
  - Concentration: Joel Sun, Nathan Macher
  - Faceook: Kerwell Liao
  - Project: David Diner, Nolan Green
  - Hot Topic: Annie Bai, Karli Scott, Tiffani Burgess

- **Dec 17**: General grading comments on the Final Exam can be found on The final page, and comments on the Final Project Portfolio can be found on the Project portfolio page.

- **Dec 6**: Slides are posted from Walker's lecture RND Nov 23, Designing for experience and Hronn's lecture RND Nov 18, Testing with people, for people who want to refer back to them.

- **Nov 30**: The final has been posted, due at noon on Dec. 16, printed, at 3rd floor Kennedy or the infosci building. Don't forget there's a separate final group and self evaluation due at midnight on the 16th via email to infocomm3450@cornell.edu. The Project portfolio is still due by noon on Dec. 14, mailed to infocomm3450@cornell.edu, .doc format preferred so we can easily insert comments.

- **Nov 23**: There are, however, readings for next Tuesday. They're short, but they kind of put the whole class in the context of design in the world, so they're worth doing. RND Nov 30, Wrapup. The final will also be posted prior to Nov 30. Also, don't forget that on Dec 2 we'll be doing some user testing pilot studies in class, so you'll need your V3 with test plan report ready before class (and to bring in the physical artifact).

- **Nov 21**: No readings for Nov. 23, either. But, don't forget that your group should be critiquing/evaluating your partner group's interface before Thanksgiving. And, that you should have done the Stage 1 Social and Behavioral IRB training a long time ago. Get it done.

- **Nov 15**: Readings: No readings for Nov. 18; we'll be finishing up the lecture on prototyping and having a little group time. All readings for RND Nov 18, Testing with people are posted, and Hronn will be giving a very nice guest lecture about user testing on the 18th. Assignments: Due Nov. 16, Individual HEs and Due Nov., 18, the group HE and V2 report.

- **Nov 4**: General PTSR comments are posted, and you should probably check out other groups' PTSRs and the comments we're giving back. They will be useful. Notes for Jeremy Birnholtz's guest lecture on Tuesday are also posted here: RND Nov 9, Awareness, interruption, and eyetracking.

- **Oct 27**: Next week's readings are posted: RND Nov 2, Which widgets, and why?, and RND Nov 4, Heuristic evaluation. You may find the slides of hot topics presentations here: Hot topics.

- **Oct 25**: Just to reiterate from class on Thursday: find real, individual users for your project. And on a related note, most of the project plans spend a lot of time talking about designs, not about problems to be solved. Make sure that there's a serious effort to get deeper into what people actually need out
of a study buddy tool, or a carpool finder, or a group collaboration/project manager.

- **Oct 24**: Readings for Thursday on RND Oct 28, "Usability", discount style are posted. And don’t forget that your Miniproject supplement is due before class. Mail it and the commented version of your doc file to infocomm3450@cornell.edu.

- **Oct 20**: Look at the nice jobs done by these feature midterm answers selected by graders! Thanks these people for the good jobs and agreeing to share them to the class. Next Tuesday’s readings are posted at RND Oct 26, Culture matters.

- **Oct 19**: Midterm grading notes with rubrics and general comments are posted. We’ll be securing permission from folks to post their answers to specific questions.

- **Oct 18**: Don’t forget that groups will be meeting with TAs today and tomorrow, and that your Project Plan is due, posted both to the page Group Project Plans and to your group’s own page, by Wednes day at noon (unusual, I know, but done to allow every group to chat with TAs before they have to turn this in). Also: Thursday’s readings are posted at RND Oct 21, Visualizations, social and otherwise, and there’s an associated Hall of Fame/Shame (fun one!) due Thursday before class: Viz zie Hall of Fame and Shame.

- **Sep 15**: A few featured examples from last week’s Hall of Fame and Shame: Rachael Passov - Kerwel Liao - Tracey Geronimo - David Greczner, HFS0909. We’ll have another small batch up later, but wanted to get some “good works” out there right away.

- **Sep 8**: Here are some Hall of Fame and Shames from the first version that the staff liked overall: Car olyn Chu - Karli Scott - Cathy Harley - Rachael Passov - Katherine Verbeck - Seung Hyun An - Ryan Schultz. Maybe worth taking a look to see aspects of what they did.

- **Older announcements**